
SSS BBQ Barn� Men�
570 Queen St, Brisbane, Queensland 4000, Australia

+61738391162 - http://www.sssbbq.com.au

On this site, you can find the complete menu of SSS BBQ Barns from Brisbane. Currently, there are 16 menus
and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You

can also contact them through their website. What User likes about SSS BBQ Barns:
We have four kids... and the popcorn kept them occupied until dinner came. This restaurant was only moments

from the hub where we stayed. Food came quickly and was of a reasonable quality read more. In beautiful
weather you can even eat and drink in the outdoor area. What User doesn't like about SSS BBQ Barns:

Recently went to SSS Coffs Harbour to celebrate my 7yr old daughters birthday with family. Couldn't fault the
customer service, they were prompt, courteous and diligent. the food was a bit average compared to what I

remember. Gone were the huge servings of scrumptious racks of ribs and steak.The big shanks are no where to
be seen. The cost of the meals isn't what I'd call value for money unfortunately.We left satisfi... read more. At

SSS BBQ Barns in Brisbane, exquisite Australian dishes are freshly prepared for you with a lot of care and the
classic products such as bush tomatoes and caviar limes, The barbecue is freshly prepared here on an open

flame.
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Salad�
SIDE SALAD

P�z�
WESTERN

�tra�
SWEET POTATO

Mea�
STEAKHOUSE

Beef
RUMP

Meat�
PORK RIBS

Ad� - On�
SOUR CREAM

Mai� course�
RIBS

SIDE SALAD

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

STEAK

Ingredient� Use�
BUTTER

POTATO

MEAT

POTATOES

PORK MEAT
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